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	The Complete Cisco VPN Configuration Guide, 9781587052040 (1587052040), Cisco Press, 2005
The definitive guide to building a complete VPN solution with Cisco routers, PIX Firewalls, concentrators, and remote access clients

	
    A complete resource for understanding VPN components and VPN design issues

    
	
    Understand state-of-the-art VPN connection types like IPSec, PPTP, and L2TP

    
	
    Real-world case studies detail implementation of complex VPN configurations on Cisco devices including routers, PIX Firewalls, concentrators, and software and hardware clients

    


Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are the most popular component in a company's remote access solution. With increased use of Internet connectivity and less reliance on private WAN networks, VPNs provide a much-needed secure method of transferring critical information. Vendors like Cisco Systems continually upgrade products to provide features that take advantage of advances in standards and protocols like IPSec and L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol). Cisco VPN equipment is at the center of this access revolution; nearly every enterprise network contains Cisco gear and most of this equipment supports VPN functionality. As Cisco integrates security and access features into routers, firewalls, clients, and concentrators, its solutions become ever more accessible to companies with networks of all sizes. Engineers need to know how to set up various VPN deployments using Cisco equipment. Currently, there is no single book that covers how to deploy VPNs using all of Cisco's VPN-capable products, including IOS routers, PIX Firewalls, 3000 series Concentrators, and the Cisco software and hardware clients. The Complete Cisco VPN Configuration Guide contains detailed explanations of all Cisco VPN products, describing the details of setting up IPSec and SSL connections on any type of Cisco device, including concentrators, clients, routers, or the PIX Firewall. With copious configuration examples and troubleshooting scenarios, it offers clear information on VPN design.
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MySQL Management and Administration with NavicatPackt Publishing, 2012


	Navicat is a GUI tool used for managing every aspect of a MySQL Server, such

	as managing visual tools as well as an intelligent code editor for handcoding SQL

	and stored procedures. While some of its features are fairly intuitive, some of them

	require guidance to be discovered and learned.





	The book starts with...

		

Equidistribution in Number Theory, An IntroductionSpringer, 2007


	From July 11th to July 22nd, 2005, a NATO advanced study institute, as part

	of the series “S´eminaire de math´ematiques sup´erieures”, was held at the Universit

	´e de Montr´eal, on the subject Equidistribution in the theory of numbers.

	There were about one hundred participants from sixteen...

		

Warranty Fraud Management: Reducing Fraud and Other Excess Costs in Warranty and Service Operations (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Cut warranty costs by reducing fraud with transparent processes and balanced control


	Warranty Fraud Management provides a clear, practical framework for reducing fraudulent warranty claims and other excess costs in warranty and service operations. Packed with actionable guidelines and detailed information, this book...





	

Professional Silverlight 4 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Everything .NET developers need to take advantage of Silverlight 4


	Silverlight 4 is a major new release of Microsoft's flagship product for building rich, interactive applications that combine animation, graphics, audio, and video. This book, by seasoned Wrox authors and Silverlight experts, gives professional Web...


		

XML: eCommerce Solutions for Business and IT ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Master the very latest e-commerce solutions  

XML is one of the most promising emerging technologies to hit the marketplace. XMLExtensible Mark-Up Languagehas the potential to speed up the development of e-business integration and application efforts. Indeed, the language is so exciting that corporate...


		

Getting to Plan B: Breaking Through to a Better Business ModelHarvard Business School, 2009

	

	You have a new venture in mind. And you've crafted a business plan so detailed it's a work of art. Don't get too attached to it.

	

	As John Mullins and Randy Komisar explain in Getting to Plan B, new businesses are fraught with uncertainty. To succeed, you must change the plan in real time as the...
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